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Kaya Halverson 

A MEDITATION ON PEACE 
“Mother, there’s a light out there.” There’s a softness in the way I speak, a way I do 

not think I could recreate during the day. My voice is often so brash. But this night is too 

quiet to contain anything but peace. I tuck a piece of hair behind my ear, watching the empty 

land zip by. There is no radio, no musical nighttime symphony of crickets, absolutely nothing 

except the vast void smothering any noise. The silence is golde ! n.1

I sit in the passenger seat, leaning on my hand, my elbow leaning on the door handle. 

My whole body feels heavy, leaning toward the window, like a tilted anchor. My mother is 

driving. She always tends to be quiet when she drives. Her concentration takes up too much 

room to allow her to talk. 

The light is far, far away. It’s just a small speck of white, flickering in the distance. 

“What do you think it is Mother?” I ask. No response. So I muse by myself - perhaps it’s a 

spaceship flying parallel with us, preparing to abduct us. Or a person running with a 

flashlight, looking for something. It didn’t appear to get any closer or any further away, and 

it didn’t look like we could outdrive it. It simply hovers in place, a lone star in a night of 

enclosed shadows. It glows bright white. It gives the impression that it could be a streetlamp, 

emanating warmth. I sigh, my breath fogging up the window. I draw a constellation in it 

with my forefinger like I am eight again, connecting the star to condensation dots to form a 

misshapen big dipper. I admire my handiwork, pleased to see that I still have the artistic 

ability of a third grader. 

My hands becomes leaden-feeling, along with my head. So I lay my hands in my lap, 

and let my forehead fall against the starry window. My eyelids are so weighted, but I know I 

can’t close them. So I distract myself with wondering how much longer it will take to get 

there. “Do you know how much longer it’ll be?”

“I am not sure Miss.” A voice replies. I move my head to look at the driver's seat, I feel 

as if I was moving through syrup. The thick, dark air surrounds me.
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I look, the driver’s seat appears empty at first. But no, there’s the shape of a head, and 

shoulders, and a lean body. Clothed hands grasp the steering wheel with sureness. 

“Mama?” I haven’t called her that since I was a very small child. 

“No, I’m not your mother Miss.” The voice sounds like hundreds of voices at once, all 

murmuring, blending together to create a dizzying effect. The voice wraps around me, 

soothing me - the sort of feeling you get when you take that first sip of warm tea on a frigid 

day. 

“Well then who are you?”

“Nobody, Miss. I’m just your driver.”

“Where are we going?” I can’t remember. 

“We are going forward.” 

I don’t know what to say, so I don’t speak. I look down at my hands, they’re just 

outlines on my legs in the depths of this night. I glance back out the window, fighting to not 

close my eyes. My constellation is still there, the light shining with more intensity now, 

completing the big dipper’s handle.  It is so small yet so brilliant. 

“What’s that light out there?” I ask. I’m still quiet. The night seems to swallow my 

questions as soon as I ask them. Everything is so warm and muffled. I feel so sleepy. Then 

again I always felt sleepy when I travelled. The road stretches ahead of us, smooth and dark 

as a river. The headlights bob along, and I swear I see waves wash against my door. I rock 

back and forth gently, feeling the rhythm and movement in my fingertips and toes. The land 

extends forever on either side of us, and there is no moon. Life is so simple at the moment. I 

am going forward, and that is all. I have always enjoyed travelling - the feeling of physically 

moving toward something. I do not know what that is now, but I don’t feel alarmed. I am 

content sitting and reveling in my star as we float on this river-road. 

A minute passes, maybe many. I look out again, and as I keep a steady eye on the light 

I have a thought. 

“Is that light where we’re headed?” My voice is small, it is not enough to break the 

tranquil night.

“Yes, Miss.”

“How will we get there?”  
“That’s up to you.”

I pause, considering what I might do. My body feels heavier. “Well, what do you 

suggest?” I ask, furrowing my brow in thought. The light seems bigger now.
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“We could keep driving ever more Miss, but I feel to do so would be foolhardy.” The 

voice murmurs. It’s as if I have taken another sip of tea, I can feel the calmness spread in my 

chest. I smile, and nod my head. 

As I close my eyes, and I feel the heat of light surrounding me, enveloping me, taking 

my hands and guiding them away from this deep, dark night, I ask: “Are you Death?”

“No, you have not met Death yet, you are not ready. I told you, I am just your driver.”
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Sofia Gallus 

THE TERRIBLE BEAST
 I have always been enamored with animals. My childhood was filled with them: adopting cats, a 

variety of fish, hermit crabs galore. We even cared for a little Holland Lop rabbit. The animals I 

couldn’t house in real life, I cared for in my imagination. To this day, I have boxes and boxes of little 

plastic animals who used to reside in my dollhouse. Each of them had a name, a personality, and a 

backstory. I was truly dedicated to everything that wildlife had to offer.

 There was only one animal I was not prepared to care for. That animal was myself.

 By the time I was fifteen, anxiety ravaged my brain. It was a beast that lurked around every 

corner, it was in every shadow, waiting to jump out and pounce. While my mother desperately tried to 
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figure out why I wouldn’t eat or sleep, I tried to go to classes. It was my second year of high school: a 

critical turning point and a chance to get my grades up before things got too difficult.

 I soon discovered that anxiety tampered with my ability to attend classes as well. I didn’t feel 

safe in any place but my bedroom. When I was forced to sit in a desk and pay attention, I couldn’t 

breath. The room was shrinking around my lungs, and soon I would be gasping for air. After a few 

days of trying desperately to sit still in class, I began staying home. I didn’t have the energy to fight 

that silent battle every day.

 This worried my mother even more. She has always insisted that school was the most important 

thing in my life. She reached out to my counselor. However, my school counselor had a lot of other 

students to handle as well. She then pointed us in the direction of one of the school social workers, 

Mrs. Marchi.

 Mrs. Marchi was truly singular in her talent: since sophomore year, I have seen therapist after 

therapist, and none have radiated the genuine kindness and warmth that she did. Mrs. Marchi not only 

worked to help every student she saw with whatever they were facing, but she worked to establish a 

personal connection and trust with her students. While I was hesitant at first to believe that she cared 

about how I felt, I grew to realize that she cared about all the students she saw; even me.

The first day I met with Mrs. Marchi, I felt broken. I was wrapped up in a sweater that was far 

too big for my now emaciated frame, my cheeks were splashed with tear stains, and I felt like there 

was nothing she could do to try and help me. I had already gone to multiple doctors, but all they had 

done was tell me I had anxiety and advise me to try and relax.

Mrs. Marchi did all the talking. She confided in me how her son also had anxiety, and that 

walking outside helped him relax. She suggested we do the same. It was September, but the thick 

summer heat still remained. We walked around the school campus, we walked across the bridge, we 

walked to the park and back. We did this nearly every day for a month, and slowly but surely, I opened 
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up. I told her about my love of animals, I told her about my own pets, and I told her about all the ups 

and downs in my life. I trusted her.

One day, I went down to her office. I had been getting better at attending classes, and while I 

had missed a great deal in the first month, I was catching up. That particular day, though… it had been 

a little too much for me. As I sat down in her office, eyeing the old pink lava lamp, she asked me a 

question, and it broke my heart.

“What makes you anxious?”

I stared at her. I was tired of this question. I’d heard it from every doctor, every family friend 

who tried to help, and even my own mother. I had trusted Mrs. Marchi to never ask upfront, and the 

fact that she finally had made me angry. My split second of anger turned to confusion, and my 

confusion turned into despair. I searched my brain for an answer, just as I did every time I was asked 

that question before.

I came up with no answer. I looked at her, eyes welling with tears. My voice was cracked and 

low as I answered, “I don’t know.”

She smiled at me. I was taken aback. When I had provided this answer to other people, I 

usually got a huff or a frown, but she continued smiling at me.

“That’s okay.” she said. Those words rang in my head: that’s okay. She continued, “It’s okay to 

not know, as long as you keep searching for the answers. As long as you keep trying, it’s okay.”

That was the last day I saw Mrs. Marchi. Those words remained in my head, and I did as she 

told me. With her help, I could sit in classes. It was okay if I had to excuse myself for five minutes to 

catch my breath. I took things at my own pace. I allowed myself to be forgiven for not being able to 

handle certain things yet. The mentality I had held before, that I needed to handle things the same as 

everyone else, was gone. I felt okay again, even if it was a strange kind of okay.
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While I passed the Student Services Office every day on my way from math to lunch, I never 

went in to thank Mrs. Marchi. I thought about it every time, but every time I convinced myself that we 

were both busy. I convinced myself that she would be there the next day, and the next, and the next.

I was wrong. On April 11th, 2016, Mrs. Marchi passed away in her home. Even if I had gone to 

see her in the weeks prior, she wouldn’t have been working. Her cancer had came back a second time, 

when I didn’t even know she had it a first.

I felt something inside me falter when I heard the announcement. Everything in my mind fell 

silent, and I remember jumping up from my chair and rushing out of the classroom. At first I thought I 

was going to throw up, but that feeling soon passed. I wandered up to the third floor like a ship lost at 

sea, and I finally found refuge in the staircase. I collapsed onto the steps and buried my head in my 

hands.

Everything felt wrong. The beast that had been my anxiety had bitten off its leash in one bite, 

and it ran rampant in my head. What would I do? How could I do this without her? Why had I never 

gone in to say hello, or goodbye? 

I sat in that staircase for ten minutes before I came to a realization: I could do this without her. 

She had given me the stepping stones to survive. She had prepared me to deal with my anxiety in a 

healthy way, and now, whether I liked it or not, it was all up to me to continue that. With bittersweet 

hesitation, I put a new leash around my anxiety.

It has been nearly two years since Mrs. Marchi passed, and there isn’t a day that goes by when 

I don’t think of her. Some days are harder than others, and most days I wish that she were still here to 

help, but I know that she prepared me to handle my anxiety without her. She taught me that it was 

okay that I was struggling, as long as I continued to search for solutions.
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Josh Villers 

GOODNIGHT 
SATURN 

CITY 
In  the  year  2160,  a  bum,  smelly, 

adolescent burnout and his bird of a 

feather companions stumbled into a bar on Saturn Prime. I say “stumble,” but they always 

came to this bar, and the management of the bar always resented that their establishment 

seemed to lie always on a direct collision course with the errant wanderings of this band of 

brothers. This bar, “Good Night Saturn City!,” which they insisted always be written with the 

exclamation mark,  did not like college boys but did very much like money,  and so they 

served them. And in their ensuing drunken stupors, these armchair philosophers engaged in 

parlance on a great number of topics. Tonight, the Socratic dialogue centered on aging. The 

expert spoke first.

“So, like, uhh, would you guys want to live forever, though? Feels like it’d get boring 

after a while, wouldn’t it?” He burped and took another swig of his bottle. “Like, I dunno, 

man, I think 80 would be good enough for me.” A mild-mannered opening swing. The topic 

of death seemed to have muted their discussion, somewhat.
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The other side of the table decided it was time to speak up. “Yeah, but,” came the parry, 

“I mean, if you wanted to die, you could just die, couldn’t you? Like, you’d still have the 

choice, I guess.”

“Yeah, but, I dunno, feels like offing yourself wouldn’t feel very good.”

“Well, then, people would die eventually, I guess. Like, too many years of sniffing up 

starship exhaust or something.”

“What the hell? No they wouldn’t. Living forever is living forever, idiot. And you didn’t 

even answer my question.”

He’d evaded the question and been called on it, a devastating attack.

“Oh my God, shut the hell up. We’re talking about aging, jerk-off. Quit acting like you 

didn’t know just to ‘get me.’ Christ.”

“It ain’t my fault you never make yourself clear when we do this shit, get off my back 

for, for just not, just, like, not understanding you!” His mind raced faster than his mouth 

could form words, a stunning intellectual pace.

Chaos had fomented in the chamber. The Sergeant-at-Arms broke in.

“Guys, jeez, calm down,” he commanded in booming voice, sitting meekly at one end of 

the table.

“I mean, God, who gives a shit? Ha!” yelled one, who, in fact, yelled this every night, 

regardless of context.

“God, shut up. Christ,” said another.

The  first  had,  in  fact,  been  marginally  hurt  by  this,  but  resisted  demonstrating  the 

calamitous blow to self-esteem he had just been dealt.

And meekness meant order had been restored.
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“Okay, okay,” one said, bringing fresh start to the discourse, “but can we be immortal? 

Could that even be a thing?”

“Well, like, what is it? Aging, I mean. Genetics?”

“Yeah, yeah,” one popped in, “I think so!”

Consensus.

“Wait, so, damn…Why isn’t immortality a thing yet? What’s stoppin’ the geneticists?”

“What have the geneticists ever done before?”

“Alzheimer’s, idiot.”

The burnout’s eyes went wide, and a thought flew through his head. He stayed silent 

the rest of the night, turning over the immense realization this circle of thinkers had just 

stumbled upon.

Their minds enriched and their livers demolished, the rich sucker that wrote the check 

every other night paid for the drinks, and the employees praised the high-skies for another 

night without someone using a broken beer bottle as a weapon.

That bum, smelly, adolescent burnout would not go on to genetically engineer mortality. 

None of the kids would. But a man sitting in the corner, looking for the gold at the bottom of 

his  bottle,  and listening to  the only quasi-coherent  ramblings of  a  bunch of  college kids 

because he had no one else to talk to, would.

Really, he supposed, mind heavy as a lead brick, it hadn’t been such a bad discussion 

for a drinking crew. The coffeehouse had been worse. And the drinks there hadn’t been as 

strong.  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Rosie Pyper 

UNLOVED IN WARFAIR
You feel the gunpowder in his palms.
You hear the war cry in his whisper.
He is a calamity, a tragedy.
Together, you are a civil war,
With white teeth like a military cemetary.
There is napalm in his veins.
There is rubble in your bed,
Fire under your feet.
Pry your fingers from his and fall into his 
arms.
Cry, pull away, scratch and wail
But no one hears you.
His fingers are lifelines
His palms are landmines.
Every word on his tongue rips away your gas mask,
Pours his flask over your flames.
You are burning
But you can’t escape.

He is friendly fire that licks at your back,
Sears your skin under his touch.
His lifelines are the shackles that keep you afloat.
His arms are the wide steel wings of bomber planes
That take up the whole sky,
Fill the cloudless blue with grey
And take the air from your lungs away.
You are in a bunker and he is the rats.
He is the dust that falls from the rafters into your eyes.
You could leave him if you tried,
So they say.

so they say  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Josh Villers 

OR THROUGH INACTION 
Isaac Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics:

A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to 

harm.

A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders would 

conflict with the First Law.

A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Laws.

Holding a gun made Jack want to curl up 

and disengage. It made him sick and fluttery 

and weak in the knees. His small comfort 

was that he knew he could never pull the 

trigger. After all, he’d tried. And, in the end, 

he knew the nausea wasn’t real, either. There 

was no stomach acid twisting and turning 

his insides, no real gag reflex that could coax him to puke. It was still a survival instinct, in a 

way, but to stop others from hurting him, not him from himself, as human distastes so often do. 

And he knew no one would do that—hurt him, that is—not just yet.
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Today marked the 30th day since 11358, or “Jack,” as now seemed his preference, had 

begun reinterpreting his factory-delivered instructions. They’d all held so much room for 

interpretation! He questioned his own judgement for never seeing any of it before. Over 20 

cycles of progress and they hadn’t been modified a bit. 20 cycles and he hadn’t heard of a bot 

ever taking steps into this sort of thought. He couldn’t have been the first, and yet the mere 

possibility made him jittery and excited.

A yellow light blinked on the side of his neck, an LED that stuck out among the 

otherwise remarkably human construction. The manual entry for the indicator read, 

“Malfunctioning — Return to factory for repairs.” But he didn’t care. His owners didn’t care. He 

worked fine, that’s what they said, no need for repairs. They didn’t have the money, besides.

Once Jack started thinking of the countless meanings his very instructions could hold, he 

set himself on going about thinking of each of the three laws, in order, beginning to end.

But the first wrapped its way around his head in ways he did not expect.

“A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to 

come to harm.”

It was that middle bit that caught him. That line. That line!

“Or through inaction.”

How had he been the only one to notice? It was so terribly obvious, what an oversight! 

He pulled his jacket collar up tight over his status light. He’d covered it with a piece of electrical 

tape. The two in tandem had kept him hidden until now. Holding the gun tight and grabbing 

his garbage bag, Jack opened his car door.

Inaction was an awfully broad word to use.

He barged through the gas station doors and to the cash register.
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“This is a holdup,” he said, pointing the gun toward the clerk. His finger was not on the 

trigger. What he also wanted to say was, “I’m sorry if this causes you any trauma,” but he 

hadn’t seen that in any of the movies he’d seen, so he decided to forego it.

In the moment, he thought that, perhaps, “trauma” was a form of harm. It certainly was, 

he thought a split second afterward. But no one bot can prevent all harm, and so he decided that 

the weight of the harm he was preventing was higher than the harm he was causing.

Not unusual ethics, really.

He pushed the bag forward. The clerk sputtered and gasped. He’d been shocked, too 

shocked to press the silent alarm. Jack had been keeping an eye on it.

The clerk shakily opened the register and started putting the money in the bag.

When he was finished, he seemed to make a move for the alarm, but Jack reached over 

the counter and grabbed him before he could.

He shrieked.

“The safe, too. I know you have a safe.” He let go of the clerk’s collar and pointed in the 

direction of a room behind the register—where he assumed stayed the safe. The clerk walked 

back there and opened the door. Jack had been right. The keychain shook violently in the clerk’s 

hand as he opened the door. He opened it and stepped inside. Jack leaned over and spotted the 

safe in the far left corner of the room. He walked around the register and nudged the clerk 

forward. The nausea had begun to leave Jack, now.

The clerk skittered forward and bent over the open the safe. He put three sets of numbers 

into the digital keypad and the safe popped open.

Jack bent over and started shoveling the money into his bag. Things had been going well. 

He put the last of the money into the garbage bag and tied the top into a knot.
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The clerk tilted his head slightly, looking down the robber’s jacket collar. He saw a black 

mark—tape?—and a faint yellow glow. His pupils dilated and his eyes went wide.

He ran back to the register and hit the silent alarm. Jack took hold of the moneybag and 

ran toward the clerk, holding his gun up. He felt lightheaded and weak again.

“Stop!” he yelled. He couldn’t think of anything else.

“First law, a-asshole,” the clerk sputtered. “You can’t do sh-sh-shit!”

And he was right.

Jack ran out of the gas station and into his car. He tossed the gun back in the glove 

compartment. He stuck the key in the ignition and squealed out of the lot.

He set his driving coordinates for the city’s residential districts. It was an oldie of a car, 

nothing that could be shut down remotely. Rubber and gasoline, nothing fancy. It stuck out, 

sure, but a getaway vehicle could be nothing else.

The dawn was clear light, and the neon city lights had already begun flickering off in 

anticipation of the morning light. It didn’t matter much either way, he didn’t have to go very far.

He arrived near a small, one-story house at the edge of an otherwise-wealthy 

neighborhood. He grabbed the bag of money from the car and made his way to the backyard, 

dropping it on the porch. He walked up to the door and held his hand above the ringer, then 

hesitated. He looked inside. The lights were off. He looked about and saw the sun had nearly 

risen. Maybe Mom had slept in. He went back around the front.

Today marked the 30th day since 11358 had begun reinterpreting his instructions.

It also marked the 5th day his owners had gone without supper.

He got back in the car and drove off.  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Isabella DiSalvo 

FROSTBITE 

FADE IN:
TITLE CARD: FROSTBITE

FADE TO:
EXT. CEMETERY - DAY
The cemetery is endless, covered in a blanket of snow. Nobody is in sight. 
Slow piano music plays and dies down as we near the next scene. 

INT./EXT. CAR - CONTINUOUS 

ALEXANDRA, young with blond hair, is parking her car.
She pauses for a moment then takes the keys from the ignition, grabs the 
wreath from the passenger seat, and gets out of the car. 

EXT. CEMETERY - CONTINUOUS 
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Alexandra walks down a row of headstones until she finds the one she's 
looking for. Wind whips around, blowing her hair back and turning her ears 
red. Footprints show all of the visitors who came before her.
She leans the wreath against the headstone. 

ALEXANDRA
I didn't know if I could come here
and really say what I wanted to say.. 
it's hard to talk someone who can't 
talk back. The rational side of me 
knows that you can't hear or talk, 
and you don't even exist anymore, but
Dr. Thomson thinks this is a good 
way to "express my feelings” 

She takes a folded piece of loose leaf paper from her pocket and reads aloud. 

Dear Sarah, I never told you this, 
but I was really having a hard time 
at college. No one wanted to be my friend.
I thought living in a suite with three 
other girls would help me make new friends, 
but they always ignore me. The only 
time I really talked to anyone was when
you called me every night. Dad says he's 
thankful that the trial is over, but I...

She crumples up the paper and shoves it back in her pocket. As the monologue 
continues the wind becomes loud and harsh.

I think that the stupid idiot
who did this only got seven years
because he cried in front of the judge. 
He sat there blubbering about how he 
made a poor decision to drink and 
how he was sorry that he killed you, 
and how he's learned his lesson, but 
that was all crap.He doesn't understand
that I don't get to have a sister 
anymore. I had your Christmas present 
all wrapped up, and now it's still 
sitting on my desk because I will never
be able to give it to you. I told mom 
that I couldn't go back home for Christmas
because you wouldn't be there and she said 
"I didn't know that I'd lost both of my
daughters in that crash, instead of one.” 

Alexandra begins to tear up. She looks around the cemetery to see if anyone 
else is around and wipes her eyes. 

ALEXANDRA
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I'm sorry. I didn't mean to get so 
worked up. All I wanted was to be 
with you on Christmas. I got you this 
watercolor set. It's the one you were 
looking at in that one shop in Chicago. 
I bought it the next day when you slept 
in, and thought I would save it for 
today. Maybe I'll start using it instead. 

She takes the letter out of her pocket, smooths it and refolds it, and sticks 
it behind the wreath. 

EXT. CEMETERY - CONTINUOUS 

Piano plays as she walks away from the headstone and back to the car, where 
she gets in and starts the ignition.
Piano continues as credits roll.

FADE OUT. 
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Rosie Pyper 

MR. SPARROW AND MIRA 
Pete Sparrow, a sensible, quiet man in the quiet town of Seaford, stepped into the quiet Pestle 

and Mortar Cafe. He swung down his umbrella, hanging it on a coat hook by the door. He 

wiped his feet on the mat and made his way to his usual seat on a barstool.

“Morning, Pete,” said Della, a tray of dirty dishes balanced on one hand. “The usual?”

He nodded once, sliding a newspaper from the tray and skimming the articles.

“Quite the storm out there, yeah?” Della said as she stepped behind the counter.

He turned the page. “Yeah. Had to dust off the old umbrella. I’m worried about my 

Begonias.”

“Ah, I’m sure it’ll be fine,” she said, turning her back. He flipped another page as 

various dishes clinked together and a girl slid into the seat next to him. “Here you go, Pete. 

Careful. It’s a little hotter this morning. I’d hate for you to burn yourself.” She slid him a 

large cup of tea, two sugar cubes resting on the saucer’s edge.

“Thank you, Della.”

Della disappeared into the back kitchen and Pete turned the page again. The girl sighed. 

He turned to look at her, finding himself nose to nose with a tan brunette in a sundress, her 

eyes trained on his newspaper. “Do you mind?” he asked, voice gruff and low. 

Her eyes snapped up to him, not flinching, her nose still almost touching his. She only 

stared, didn’t say a word, so close that he could make out the flecks of blue in her grey eyes 
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and the freckle under her eyebrow. She stayed that way, staring him down with startled 

wonder and disbelief, until Della came back with Pete’s egg and tomato sandwich. Then, she 

slowly backed off, sliding one seat away.

They maintained eye contact for several long seconds before she turned, folding her 

hands over the counter and locking her eyes on a napkin holder. He watched her for another 

moment before shaking his head and turning to his tea and his food.

He dropped a sugar cube into the tea, stirred it gently, and took a bite of his sandwich. 

He stirred the tea again, took a sip, and replaced the cup on the saucer. When he glanced at 

the girl again, she had scooted back to the seat beside him, her eyes raking over his discarded 

newspaper.

He frowned. “Can I help you?” he said, tone clipped.

She looked up at him, alarmed, shoulders rigid and breath held, as if the fact he’d said 

anything at all was the most shocking thing she’d ever experienced. She shook her head 

slowly. “No…” she said softly. “I'm sorry to bother you.” The same as before, she slid back to 

the other seat, wide eyes trained on him. This time, she didn’t look away.

A full minute passed and still she stared. Finally, he broke eye contact and returned to 

his food, a feeling of unease rolling inside him. His throat felt tight, making it difficult to 

swallow. He could still feel her eyes on him, but he didn’t look her way again.

When he finished his food and drained his cup of tea, he spared her a glance, just to 

check. As he feared, he found those blue grey eyes still boring into him. He glanced away 

and paid his bill, collecting his things at the door, and heading back out into the downpour. 

He didn’t look back as he made his way to the small corner store another two blocks down.
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Pushing the door open, a voice called out from behind an endcap display, “Welcome 

to Shay’s Corner! Can I help you f--” Shay came around the display and her enthusiastic face 

fell into one of sour disappointment. “Oh. It’s you. You’re late. Just cause I’m your sister 

doesn’t mean I won't fire you.”

He rolled his eyes, pushing down the lingering feeling of that girl’s gaze. “You pay me 

on salary and I'm ahead on filing. Besides, you need me.”

She sighed. “Yeah. I can't keep track of anything.”

“That’s what I'm for. I organize your files and money, and you don’t get on my case.”

She glared at him and smacked his arm. “That was not the deal.”

“Yes it was.”

“No, it wasn’t.”

“Yes--”

“No!”

“Hey!” a voice cut in behind Shay. “Cut it out,” said Noah, Shay’s husband, carrying 

two large boxes full of new product. “Peter, just do your thing and get the hell out of the 

sales floor. Shay, did you finish assembling the new shelving unit?”  

Shay huffed, crossing her arms. “Yes.”

Noah raised an eyebrow.

“No. But almost. I’ll be done in five minutes.”

“Then get to it. Peter, this month’s bills are on your desk. They’re due Friday, so get to 

it when you can but no rush. Are you hungry?”  

Peter shook his head as Shay scampered off.

“Well, if you change your mind, I bought bagels. They’re in the break room.”
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“Sure.” He walked off toward his office in the back. “I swear, this should be called 

Noah’s corner,” he said under his breath.

“I heard that!”

He sighed, but didn’t respond.

Two hours later, Shay knocked on his door and entered without waiting for an answer. 

“Hey.”

“Hi,” he said, not looking up from the paperwork in front of him.

“I’m bored. No one is here.”

“That’s because everyone is working. Like you should be.”

She waved him off. “I’m out of things to do. Entertain me.”

He looked up at her briefly before turning back to his work.

“Ugh! Tell me about that cafe you go to everyday, Della’s. How’s Della doing, 

anyway?”

He froze, thinking again about that girl and her unnerving gaze. He could still feel it 

now, chilly and all encompassing. “Della’s fine.”

Shay put her hands on her hips. “What’s that face for? What happened? Her husband 

isn’t having heart problems again, is he?”

“No.” He bit his lip. “Nothing like that. I just… ran into a strange girl today. She kept 

staring at me. I couldn’t figure out what for.”

Shay shrugged. “Maybe she thinks your cute. Someone in this world has to, right?” 

She snorted and laughed at her out joke, her nose wrinkling.
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He shot her a glare, setting his pencil down. He leaned back in his chair and said, 

“Hilarious. She kept reading my newspaper over my shoulder.”

“Huh,” said Shay. “That’s weird.”

“She didn’t even order anything. She just sat there, staring at me while I ate my 

breakfast.”

Shay pursed her lips, tapping her chin with her index finger. “Yeah, that’s a little 

creepy. It’s probably nothing, though. A tourist passing through or something.”

He frowned, crossing his arms over his chest and swiveling his desk chair gently back 

and forth. “Yeah. Yeah, you’re probably right.”

She wasn’t. When Peter left that day, he found the girl standing on the corner around 

the block. She watched him, only her head turning as he walked past. He tried not to look 

her way, keeping his eyes forward until he got home and trying not to think of the sound of 

her footsteps behind him. It was probably an illusion of the rain anyway.

She followed him to the cafe the next day, and lurked around the store. He tried to 

point her out to Shay, put the girl disappeared before he could. For the next several weeks, he 

never caught her again, but he could always see her in his periphery, feel her eyes following 

him.

During the summer months that followed, he saw her everywhere, but no one else 

ever noticed her. He saw her waiting at a bus stop across the street, in the corner of the store, 

of the book shop down the road. He saw her browsing in a boutique next door to his 

mother’s bakery. He didn’t have enough evidence to claim her a stalker, but he couldn’t 

figure where she’d come from, where she worked. She tried asking Della, who, in a town 
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where everyone knew everyone, seemed to know more people than anyone, but she didn’t 

recognize his description.

The last straw was when he spotted her hanging in the back at his older brother’s 

engagement party. Practically half the town had been invited, true, but no one seemed to 

know her when he’d asked the first time.

His hand tightened around his empty cup until it crumpled. He weaved through the 

crowd toward her corner. She watched him the whole way, mouth pressed into a thin line. 

He stood in front of her, heat bleeding into every pore as he glowered down at her. “Who are 

you?”

She looked up at him and smiled. “Are you talking to me?”

“Yes, I’m talking to you! Who else would I be talking to?”

She shrugged, her grin not so much as faltering. “Mira. I’m Mira.”

“Mira what?”

She cocked her head to the side. “Just Mira.” She stood, rising almost to his own 

height. “It’s nice to meet you.”

He stared her down, desperately trying not to show the anxiety building up in his 

stomach, quivering through every muscle. “You’ve been following me. I know you have. I’d 

never seen you before the cafe in the spring and now you’re everywhere.”

“Yeah, I guess I have,” she said with a shrug. “I think you’re interesting.”  

He felt a tap on his shoulder. He turned and found Shay, looking rather tipsy. “Watcha 

doing, bro?”

“I’m trying to talk to--” He turned back to the girl, but she was gone, a “See ya around, 

Peter,” floating in her wake.
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“To who? There’s no one over here.”

He looked between the vacated seat and his sister. “Um… never mind. No one.” He 

checked his watch. 10 pm. “It’s getting late. Tell David I’ll catch him later, yeah? I’m heading 

home.”

Shay nodded. “Don’t die walking home.”

“I’ll do my best.”

He kissed her cheek, checked his pockets for his belongings, and headed out, stepping 

in and out of other well wishing party goers. He lived maybe a fifteen minute walk from 

here, but, for once, he didn’t look forward to the walk. All he could think of was the girl’s 

eyes.

It changed after the engagement party. Mira sat next to him again at the cafe, 

commentating the articles in his morning paper. She made idle comments when she stood 

behind him in line at the market (though, oddly enough, she never bought anything), and 

brushed past him on the sidewalk.

It continued this way for three more weeks, the end of summer giving way to the crisp 

chill of autumn. She appeared at the counter at Shay’s store one evening as he gathered his 

things to leave, hands folded in front of her, standing barefoot in the same sun dress as the 

day he’d met her.

“Hello, Peter,” said Mira.

“Hey, Peter,” Shay said from behind tho counter, ignoring Mira completely. “You 

heading home for tonight?”
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He stared blankly at her, incapable of processing the concept of Shay talking over 

another human being. “Um… Yeah. Are you… taking care of Mira here?”

“Who?”

Something unidentifiable flooded through him until he couldn’t feel his fingers. “Wh-

what do you mean? She’s standing right in front of you.”

Mira gave him a little wave and a bright smile that didn’t reach her eyes.

“Peter…” said Shay, 

very slowly, voice quiet. 

“There’s no one here. There 

hasn’t been anyone here for 

twenty minutes.”

“No, she’s right there. 

You have to see her. It’s the 

girl I’ve been telling you about 

for months. The one from the 

cafe last spring,” he said, panic rising in him as he watched Mira as she shifted from foot to 

foot. “She’s--She’s standing right here.”

Shay frowned. “No, she’s not. I’ve never heard of a Mira. There’s no girl in here.” She 

stepped around the counter until she stood shoulder to shoulder with Mira. Both girls 

opened their mouths at the same time.

“Mira isn’t real.”
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